
Tricky words for the week!

so

have

do

said be

was

some

come

like

Remind the children that tricky words are words that we have 
to know – we cannot sound them out. 



Flash cards!

Can you write the grapheme…?

Go through phase 5 flash cards. 
Ensure children are saying the sounds
correctly. Remind children of the

digraphs (2 letters, 1 sound) and
trigraphs (3 letters, 1 sound). 

On w/bs can the children write the
grapheme …… 
(choose some phase 3 sounds for
children to write). 



Sound of the day………

Write the graphemes

f   ff  ph



huff
fifth

dolphin
phonics

TBAT: read and spell words with f, ff and ph
phonemes

Splat the word – adult to say the word, child to find it



gruff
puff

phonics

dolphin
phone

fist

swift

fluff

flicks

Pop the bubble – sound talk each word for example (ph-o-n-i-c-s), child to ‘pop’ the bubble. 



TBAT: read and spell words 
with f, ff and ph phonemes

Let’s see how many words you can spell. Use a piece of 
paper to write down these words. Can you use the correct
grapheme? 

Can you think of your own words with f, ff or ph? 
Make a list



puff puff elephant elephant

first first fluffy fluffy

phantom phantom alphabet alphabet

TBAT: read and spell words with f, ff and ph
phonemes

Snap. Print off this sheet or write these words out on a piece of paper. Turn them over so you cannot see the words. 
Choose two pieces of paper at a time. Read the words. Can you find a matching pair? If not, put the words face down and 
continue until you find all the pairs. 



TBAT: read and spell words with f, ff and ph
phonemes
The aliens have escaped from the planet! Can you put all the alien nonsense words (found on the next slide) on the planet 
and put the real words (rockets) in the sky? (Print the rockets and the aliens on the next slides)



Print and write alien words – flort, triff, delphin, gluff, fleff, phans on the monsters. If not write the words on a piece of paper 



Real words on rockets – phonics, further, fluff, foot, alphabet, dolphin


